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Right-Handed Current Effects in AS = 1 Semileptonic Decays
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Some problems encountered in describing the AS= 1 semileptonic hyperon decays in
terms of the Cabibbo model are considered, and these decays are studied in an SU(2)X
®SU(2)fl ®U(1) gauge theory. It is found that a reported discrepancy between the Cabibbo
model and experiment in.A-peve can be accounted for if right-handed currents exist.
The only obstacle to this interpretation is the experimental sign of the electron asym-
metry in 2-neve which, as in the Cabibbo model, is predicted to be negative.

PACS numbers: 12.30.-s, ll.30.Ly, 13.30.Ce

The standard description of semileptonic hyperon decays has been based on the Cabibbo Hamiltonian1
(extended to include six quarks2)

H =(G/S2)[cos91(J4rLd) + sin^ co&Sa^rLs)](TrLv,), (D

where TL =rM(l -y5), / =e,M,3 and 9l,63 are Kobayashi-Maskawa angles.
The matrix elements of the hadronic currents between spin-£ baryon states have the form

(B{p')\ uTLQ\A(p)) =u {p')(F^/ji+F2BAoii viqv/i: + F3BAqii/i:

-

G^y^-G^ \ vysiq"/E - G3BAqily5/Z)u(p), (2)

where Q=d or s, q=p'-pt 2=MA+MB,andthe
form factors FXBA,...,G3BA are functions of q2.
F3BA and G3BAcan be ignored since their contribu-
tion to the decay amplitudes is small, proportion-
al tom,/S. in the limit of SU(3) symmetryF3BA
=G2BA=0, F^ wadFaaA can be expressed in
terms of nucleon electromagnetic form factors,
and GXBAis a linear combination of the SU(3) re-
duced matrix elements -F and l>.

Detailed comparison of the theory and experi-
ment revealed the following potential difficulties
of this description:

(i) If one negelcts G2 and uses SU(3)-symmetric
values of F2/F1, the magnitude of the ratio G1/F1
deduced from the experimental values of the spin
asymmetry coefficients akAp (k =e , ue, and />) in
A~peve is different from the value of \G1/Fl\ ob-
tained from the electron-neutrino (e -v) correla-
tion coefficient otevAp.4 The latter value agrees
with the prediction of the Cabibbo model.

(ii) The Cabibbo value of GjB\ in the decay S"
-neve is'Gx/Fx =-0.33 to -0.40,5'6 while the ex-
perimental result,7

(ae£")exPt =0.35± 0.29, (3)

favors a positive sign for GjF^
(iii) Analysis8 of recent high-statistics experi-

ments on hyperon decay rates indicates that the
D/(F+D) ratios inAS =0 andAS=1 sectors are
different, contrary to the pattern of symmetry
breaking found in calculations based on both a

nonrelativistic quark model and the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology bag model.6'9

Let us consider the situation in A decay in
more detail and in the light of presently availa-
ble data. The experimental values (world aver-
ages)10 aeAp=0.125±0.066, a/*=0.821*0.060,
and apAp =-0.508± 0.065 imply, respectively,

(G1/F1)a»= o =O.28t»S,

(G1/Fi)«2= 0 =0.42:°:0^,

å (G1A1)e,= o =Oi33tg:».

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

In obtaining (4) I have neglected G2, used SU(3)-
symmetric values of F2/F1, and adopted the usual
dipole formulas F^q2) =^(0) 0. - q2/m 2y 2 and
GM2) =G1(0)(l -^/ma2r2, withmv=0.97 GeV and
ma=1.25 GeV.ll The quoted errors correspond to
an increase in x2 by one unit. Note that akAp are
parity-nonconserving observables. Under the
same assumptions, the values of I G1/F1 1 derived
from parity-conserving observables (the e -i; cor-
relation coefficient, the corresponding integrated
quantity aevApf and the electron and proton energy
distributions) are consistent with each other, and
have an average value of12

GiArJ ,2.0 =0.703± 0.019. (5)

In the average value (5) I have included the value
obtained from a recent high-statistics study of
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A- *?57.,"

G1/F1| a2=0=0.734±0.031, (6)

which takes into account both radiative correc-
tions and the q2 dependence of the form factors.

The difference between (4) and (5) [or (6)] is
significant, because radiative corrections to akAp
are negligible (of order 10' 3),14"15 and the sensi-
tivity to the choice of mv and ma is small {since
the effect of the q2 dependence on akAp and on the
value (5) [or (6)] is only a few percent13}. The
values (5) and (6) are consistent with G^i =0.70
to 0.73, obtained from a standard fit in the Cabib-
bo model.5'8

The question arises whether the difference be-
tween the values (4) and (5) [or (6)] could be due
to SU(3) breaking. Like Garcia,4 I performed a
four-parameter {GjF^ , F2/Flf G2/Gl t and
sin^ cose3) fit to A-decay data.18 I find Gl/F1
=0.32±0.08, G2/G1=-ll±4, F^/F^-1±1, and ,

I sin^ cos03i =0.268± 0.007 (with x2 =1.4 for one
degree of freedom). These values appear to be
too far from the SU(3)-symmetric ones [GjF^
=0.70 to 0.73,5'6F2/F1=1.79, G2/G =0, and
Isin^ cos031 =0.219±0.003 (Ref. 5)1to be able to

attribute them to effects of SU(3) breaking.17
I conclude that if the present experimental situ-

ation in A decay persists, we must seek an ex-
planation for the problem outside of the Cabibbo
model, and thus beyond the standard SU(2)£
® U(l) gauge theory18 of the electroweak interac-
tions. The purpose of this Letter is to consider
the semileptonic decays of hyperons in the frame-
work of extended electroweak models, based on
the gauge group SU(2)i ®SU(2)K® U(i).19 In these
theories the charged electroweak interactions con-
tain right-handed (RH) currents, in addition to
the usual left-handed (LH) ones.

Neglecting CP-nonconserving phases, W.L-WR
mixing, and mixing in the leptonic sector, the ef-
fective Hamiltonians for AS =0 and AS =1 semilep-
tonic processes are given by20

HAs..0={gLz/&mL^ cosB^T^il F^,) +aK{uTRd){l TRi;l')\,

Has= x =(gL2/8mL2) siitf^ coaB/'[&rLs)(rTIivl) + 6A^rjes)(rrjej/l')],

where A.=gszmL2/gLzmRs, a =coseiR/cos9]LL, and . å . -
b =sinB1It cos93''/sme^ cos3L. gL.R are the coup-
ling constants associated with the subgroups
SU(2)LJ,, mLtR are the masses of the correspond-

(7)

(8)

ing charged gauge bosons, and 6lt3L,QltSR are
mixing angles in the Kobayashi-Maskawa ma-
trices for the LH and RH sectors. The RH neu-
trino will be assumed to be sufficiently light to
participate in the decay. If the neutrinos are
Dirac particles, Vi =vt'. The Cabibbo Hamiltoni-
an (1) is a special case of (7) and (8), correspond-
ingtoa\ =bx =0.

Beall, Bander, and Soni21 find that for equal LH
and RH angles and^ =gH, the experimental value
of the mass difference Am^ between KL and Ks
imposes the bound A.=mL2/mR2 =3xi0'3. As a
consequence, the effects of RH currents in all
leptonic and semileptonic decays are expected to
be in this case negligible. However, as noted in
Ref. 20, for unequal LH and RH angles &mKdoes
not rule out large effects in leptonic and semilep-
tonic processes, since the constraint from \>nK
takes the form

overall coupling constant

-(gLV^m^sine^ cose^d +b^2)1'2,

so that l-G1/ir1 l derived from parity-conserving
observables retains its value given by (5) [or (6)].
Parity-nonconserving observables, however ,
change as

(c**A*)k-a- [(1 -^2A2)/(1 + b2x2)](akA%_A. (10)

If we use (akAp)r-A calculated with the value (5)
[or (6)] and the Cabibbo-favored positive sign,
and take the same qz dependence for the form
factors as used in (4), the experimental results
for akAp imply for the quantity n = (1 -b2Kz)/(l
+b2X2)

«=5.5±3.7 (16±32),

n =0.844±0.062 (0.838±0.061),

« =0.86±0.ll (0.87±0.ll),

(Ha)

(lib)

(He)

ib|Aå «3x 10 (9)

Let us consider the decay A~peve using the in-
teraction (8). For parity-conserving observables
the contribution of RH currents affects only the

fork =e, ve, andp, respectively. The values in
parentheses are obtained if (6) rather than (5) is
used. A fit by (lla)-(llc) yields

I&|A =0.284*0.055, (12a)
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Xmin2 =1«6 for two degrees of freedom,

| &|a =0.289±0.054,

laiA

(12b)

Xrain2-0.3 for two degrees of freedom, for Gx/F1
given by (5) and (6), respectively. (If we allow for
two standard deviations from the central value in
the data, the values are I6IX= 0.28± 0.ll and
0.29± 0.ll, respectively.) Inclusion of SU(3)-
breaking effects, using the results of Ref. 9,
changes the values of 16IX in (12) by less than
2%.22 Hence I conclude that present data on A
-peve decay indicate the presence of RH currents.

Turning to the problem in T,~~neve, I have fit-
ted the form-factor ratios Gr/Flt G2/Glt and jF2/

ir1 to the experimental data,7'8'11"23 assuming b\
=0. The solutions deviate significantly from the
values obtained from the SU(3)-symmetric Cabib-
bo model.24 Considering 2" decay with the Hamil-
tonian (8) and using for 16 IX the value (12a) [or
(12b)] deduced from A decay, I predict for aeZn

(13)ot
Ln - _0 S8+0#1°U.OO.Q.Qg.

While the magnitude of (13) is consistent with the
experimental result (3), the signs of (13) and (3)
are opposite.25 It should be noted that new data26
seem to indicate a negative sign for aeZn,. consis-
tent with the presence of RH currents.

A further test of the presence of RH currents in
the AS =1 sectors could be obtained by precise
measurements of the muon polarization in K
-V-Vp.If we neglect radiative corrections, which
are expected to be small, the muon longitudinal
polarization PKli in the rest frome of K is given
(neglecting neutrino mass) by

P =_(1_&sa2)/(1+&2A2). (14)

Substituting either of the values (12a) or (12b)
for \bIA, Ipredict

pK)1 =-0.85±0.06. (15)

[The result allowing for two standard deviations
in (a*A*)exPt is PKli =-0.85±0.ll.] The present

average experimental value is27

tfV)expt =-0.97± 0.07. (16)

Finally I note that the inclusion of the b\ term
does not alter the situation regarding the hyperon
decay rates [described above under (iii)]: The b*.
term changes only the overall coupling constant;
the ratio D/(f +D) remains unchanged. Further
work on SU(3) breaking may shed light on this
problem.

An immediate consequence of the nonzero value

0.051-

0 0.2

FIG. 1. Allowed region (hatched region) for \ and
I a\ \ (two-standard-deviation limits). The limits are
obtained from the asymmetry parameter in 19Ne j3 decay
(19Ne) , the electron polarization in Gamow-Teller /3 de-
cay (PeG"T), the product (tP^) of the polarization
parameter £ describing muon decay and the polarization
PH of a/x+ from 7r+ decay at rest (see Ref. 28 for more
details) , and the positron longitudinal polarization G?^)
in muon decay (Ref. 29). The constraint from A^peve
decays is also shown. Here we use |cos01£|=0.974 and

| sine^ cose3zi = 0.219 (Ref. 5) (since the effects ofRH
currents on these angles are small, about 1% for cos^j11
and 5% for sine!11 cosflg1', if|b \ \= 0.29 and A.= 0.1 are
taken).

of 16 U is that RH-current effects must be pres-
ent in leptonic reactions, particularly in the
standard decay of the muon. For muondecay, the
magnitude of the effects at low energies is char-
acterized by 2A2.

Since Ib I«4.57, the values in (12) imply that
these effects should be of the order of 3x10'3 or
larger. Figure 1 shows the present experimental
constraints on the parameters A and la IA (two-
standard-deviation limits) from the data on M de-
cay and AS =0, 1 semileptonic decays.28'29 The
constraint (9) obtained from the KL-KSmass dif-
ference (not shown in Fig. 1) suggests that RH-
current effects in AS =0 semileptonic processes,
governed by 2a2A2, should be of the order of 2
x10'5 or less, and thus too small to be observa-
ble.

It is a pleasure to thank Dr. P. Herczegfor get-
ting me interested in finding constraints on the
parameters of SU(2)I> « SU(2)jj ® U(1) gauge theo-
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ries from the AS =1 semileptonic sector, and for
the numerous helpful discussions and suggestions.
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